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Studies on Standard Penetration Test (SPT) for its use in soil explor~ti?n 
and its performance in respect of predicting different soil cbaractensttcs 

have been a matter of great concern for the geotechnical engineers. This 
is obvious from the fact that during the last two decades the ASTM 
Standard Penetration Test and Split-Barrel Sampling of Soils (D ~586) 
have been reevaluated by several investigators (Flecher 1965, Dmesh 
Mohan et al. 1970, Sanglerat, 1972, Schmertmann 1978, Kovacs et al. 1981, 
1983). Some of the conclusions and ensuing discussions have however, 
indicated a definite need for the control of field procedures and use of 
better equipments during the performance of SPT because a wide variation 
in N values bas been reported by the investigators in the field tests. The 
primary cause of such a large variation in N values is attributed to large 
variations in the man-machine systems and procedures adopted at 
different work sites. 

In India the SPT is conducted manually by dropping a free falling 
hammer (63.5 kg) from a height of 76.2 cm on an anvil fitted atop the 
drill rod assembly which also carries a sampler at its bottom end 
(1). Because of the manual hoisting of the hammer, it is not always 
possible in practice to lift the hammer exactly to a height of 76.2 cm. This 
causes variations in the potential energy of the hammer and consequently 
in the impact kinetic energy of hammer on the anvil. The method of 
ensuring free fall of hammer is another source of variability. A large 
variation in the delivered impact energy results in practice because the 
SPT is invariably conducted using a manila rope and a rotating cathead 
system wherein to raise the hammer, the operator 'pulls' the free end of 
the _rope towards himself until the prescribed fall height is seemingly 
ach1ev~d; to drop the hammer, the operator releases the rope around the 
revolving cat_head by. 'pu~hing' the rope into the cathead (Fig. I). It is 
!herefore obvious ~hat_ m this system, the velocity of falling hammer before 
impact on the anvil _will mostly depend on 'how' the operator releases (or 
pushes) the rope 1~to the cathead. Yet another significant factor that 
adverse!~ affects the. 1m~a?t ene~gy of hammer is the complete absence of 
any device for mamtammg alignment and verticality of the drill rod 
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FIGURE t Illustrating the Prevalent Manual Method of Conducting SPT with Donut 
Hammer and Cathead and Rope system. 

assembly with respect_ to the saJ?pler during the droppi_ng of h~m_mer. 
Because of non-verticality of the dnll rod assembly an add1t1onal frictional 
resistance occurs in the path of dropping hammer. 

A necessary prerequisite for the continued use of the SPT is therefore 
an improvement of its reliability. To overcome the drawbacks of the 
manual SPT system presently used in India and elsewhere, the CBRI 
took up the development of an automatic free fall SPT hammer. 
The prototype has been successfully tried. It ensures conducting SPT 
according to the stipulations of the relevant IS Code. 

Salient Features of the Automatic Free Fall SPT Hammer Developed 
at CBRI 

· The three principal objectives kept in view while designing the hammer 
arc: 
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(i) It should provide reproducible SPT impact energy in each blow 
irrespective of the fact whether the hammer is operated manually 
or by power. 

(ii) It should provide optimum safety in the man-machine system. 

(iii) The system should be compact and economical to procure and 
operate. 

The CBRI automatic free fall SPT hammer system comprises of a 
63.5 kg Donut type hammer (18) (Fig. 2), an anvil (4) screwed with the 
top end of a drill rod assembly (3~ which carri~s a _split spoon sampler . at 
its bottom end. A hammer guide rod (6) with its one end screwed with 
the anvil (4), is kept aligned with drill rod assembly (3) by a top plate 
(12). The top plate (12) is bolted with two vertical pipes (17) which at their 
lower end are coupled with the arms of anvil (4). The hammer (18) has a 
rigidly connected counter-headed cap (8) to facilitate holding and lifting 
of the hammer (18) with the help of a lifting lever assembly (9) through 
a set of roller-levers (16) which are hinged at position (7) with a support 
bolted with the base plate of the lifting lever assembly (9). Hoisting of the 
hammer (18) through the lifting lever assembly (9) is effected with the 
help of two hoisting rods (13) which are pulled up during hoisting with a 
rope that passes over a pulley (15) hanged from the vertex of a tripod (14). 
The hoisting rope finally goes to a winch which may be operated manually 
or by power. A set of tapered wedges (11) has been arranged at a suitable 
height to limit the hoisting of the hammer beyond a preset height of 
76.2 cm in each stroke. During hoisting, the outwardly projecting end 
of lifting lever (16) comes in contact with the wedges (11) thereby making 
the lifting lever (16) to revolve about hinge point (7) and thus finall.y 
rendering the lifting lever (16) out of contact with counter headed cap (8) 
of the hammer (18). This results in setting the hammer (18) free to fall 
under gravity. 

To ensure that outwardly end of the lifting lever (16) is always in line 
of contact (in the vertical plane) with the tapered wedge (11) for releasing 
the hammer (1 8), the rotation of the lifting lever assembly (9) (carrying 
the lifting levers (I 6)) about the hammer guide rod ( 6) is checked with a 
key (10) held rigidly with the lifting lever assembly (9). A key-way is 
~illed in t?e ha~m~r guide rod (6) to help_movernen~ of the key (10) only 
m the vertical d1rect10n. The spnngs provided help m easy engagement of 
the lifting lever (16) with the counter headed cap (8) . 

. !he vertical pipes (17) carry ~wo rollers (5) which are capable of 
shdmg along a track ( 19) fixed with a vertical guide frame (20). The 
assembly_ of track ( I 9) and guide. fra_me (20) has a base plate which is 
bolted with a woode~ clamp (21) which 1s fixed during operation at the 
top end of _t~e casing pipe (2) lo_wered in bore hole (l). The verticality 
and concentnc1ty of hamme_r (18) w1t_h respect to drill rod assembly (3) is 
ensured through a we_ll lubncated pair of bushes housed inside the counter 
head cap _(8) .. J:?urmg up and down movement of the hammer (18), the 
bushes wh1l~ sli~mg along the ham.mer guide rod (6) keep the hammer 
(18) .concentnc with t~e h~mme~ guide rod (18) which in turn is kept 
verttca_l . and concentnc with d:1ll r?d assembly (3) through a system 
compr!smg of top plate (12), vertical pipes (17), rollers (5), track (19) and 
the guide frame (20) mounted on the wooden clamp (21). 
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FIGURE 2 Showing the Details of Free Fall SPT Hammer De,·eloped at CBRI. 

Performance }!:valuation Tests 

139 

Number of tests designed for evaluating the performance of CBRI auto
matic free fall SPT hammer were aimed at the quantification of the extent 
to which the developed system provides free gravity fall of the hammer. 
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The tests_ mainly included . determination of actual fall height of the 
hammer. time of fall and the impact velocity of hammer. The data thus 
colle~ted finally hclpe~ in determining and comparing the energy-ratio for 
velocity (or the efficiency) of the developed system with a theoretical 
system of true gravity fall. 

Instrumentation 

The test instrumentation set-up comprised of a galvanometric amplifier 
recorder (10) (Fig. 3). two light beam sensors or scanners (3 & 4) 
installed on a mounting frame (I) above the anvil (8) at a distance of 76.2 
cm for sensing the target movement and two light beam projectors 
mounted on a frame (2). The hammer is covered with a zebra target (7) 
having alternate white and black strips. The galvanometric amplifier 
recorder (10) was a two channel unit with a built-in solid state amplifier 
and a curvilinear type pen recorder for each channel. The scanner (3 or 
4) was a photo-conductive cell having resistance variations of 5 to 5.6 k 
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FIGURE 3 Essentials of tht Test IJlstrumentation Set-up, 
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ohms. The light beam projector (5) comprised of a 200 watt coiled
filament type clear bulb mounted in _a 60 cm long three piece telescopic 
barrel o~ 12 cm bore ~nd ma?e of tin sheet pamted Matt black internally 
~nd havmg a 6 mm wide honzontal slit at the other end of barrel for direct
mg a controlled width beam on to the target. The target wrapped around 
t~e hammer was made_ of 2? X 45 cm drawing sheet which was painted 
with alternate 1.25 cm wide white and black horizontal strips . 

. T~e i!lstrun~enta~ion _essentially ut ilized the Wheat stone bridge 
prmc1~le Ill conJunct1on with photo-conductive cell. As shown in Fig. 4, 
the bridge arms CB and BD consist of two fixed resistances (Q&S) of 
eq!-lal value; arm AD has a variable resistance R (for balancing the 
bndge) and arm AC has a fixed resistance P in series with a photo
conductive cell Pc. With a fixed potential applied across AC and Pc 
receiving a fixed amount of light, the balance resistor R is so adjusted that 
it becomes equal to resistance P + Pc. The bridge is then ba lanced, 
hence no current flows through G. During trials, the light beam from 
light projector (5) (Fig. 3) falls on the Zebra target and gets reflected 
towards the scanner (3 or 4). When the intensity of the reflected light 
varies owing to the movement of Zebra target, the resistance of Pc changes 
correspondingly causing an imbalance of bridge in proportion to change 
in light intensity. These changes superimposed on a trace having a fixed 
irate of movement are used for calculating the time of fall of the hammer. 

With proper placement of top and bottom scanners (3&4) respectively 
(Fig 3), it is possible to m~nitor and record the m~>Vement of ~ammer . as 
it travels up and down durmg each stroke. A typical data obtamed during 
the test is shown in Fig. 5. When the hammer is being lifted up, the 
Zebra target passes the bottom scanner ( 4) which starts transmitting the 
changes in lioht intensity. The changes are recorded first on trace B 
(as shown at the lower end of the trace B and starting from point e). 
When the Zebra target has passed the bottom scanner, the trace B settles 
down to a smooth line. As the hammer continues its upward travel, it is 
picked up by the to!? scanner (3) at _poi?t ;a•, trace _T (~ig. 5). '.fhe upward 
journey of hammer 1s stopped at pomt b after which 1t starts its free fall, 
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FIGURE 5 Showing the Trace of the Movement of Hammer During its Operation. The 
Point 'b' on trace T and Point 'd' on Trace B respectively Signify the 
Moments at whieh the Hammer Started its Free Fall and at which it 
Impacted on the Anvil. 

Towards the end of free fall, the hammer is again picked up by the bottom 
scanner (4) (Fig. 3 at point'c' ,on trace B (Fi~. 5). I~ can. bf observed. that 
the hammer has 'impacted on the anvil at pomt d (as there 1s no 
change on trace beyond 'd'). 

The time of free fall of the hammer is calculated by measuring the 
distance between points 'b' (at which it started its free fall) and point 'd' 
(at which it impacted on the anvil) and dividing this distance by the rate 
of movement of the chart on the recording table. 

Test Procedure 

The test procedure consisted of placing the targeted hammer assembly 
on the anvil, ensuring the verticality of hammer guide rod and placing the 
light beam projectors and scanners close to the targeted hammer and at 
an angle to each other (Fig. 6J. The scanner frame was adjusted to vertical 
position and the two scanners were suitably fixed 76.2 cm apart and levelled. 
Before recording any observation, the amplifier record was calibrated and 
base lines of traces B and T (Fig. 5) were established. The hammer was 
hoisted during the test operations with a manila rope, 2.2 cm dia. Two 
turns of the manila rope were used around the winch drum of the cathead 
system. The hammering was carried out electrically at a speed of about 
15 blows per minute. 

Measurement of Fall Height 

~'ith the hammer resting on anvil, the bottom scanner was so fixed 
that 1t could see some reflector, say No. 5 in Fig. 7 (a) on the Zebra target. 
The top scanner was then fixed at a distance of 76.2 cm above the bottom 
scanner. The first reflector sensed by the bottom scanner is taken as 
reference point 'e' (Fig. 5) for evaluating the fall height. This first 
reflector sensed by bottom scanner should be the last reflector sensed by 
the top sca,_rne~ (w~en the hammer_ has reached max. height and is about 
to _drop which 1s evident from the increased spacing between the last two 
spikes and sudden change of signal at point ·b' on trace T). In case the 
reflector sensed last by the top scanner is not the reference reflector then 
the distance between the reference reflector and last reflector sensed 'is the 
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FIGURE 6 Photograph Showing the Closeup of the Test Instrumentation. 

deviation from 76.2 cm fall height. For example, in Fig. 7 the first 
reflector sensed by the bottom scanner is 5th from bottom of Zebra target, 
as shown at (a) and is a lso the same reflector sensed last by top scanner, 
as at (b). Hence the fall height is exactly 76.2 cm. But in a case as shown 
at (c), if the first reflector sensed by the bottom scanner is again 5th from 
the bottom at (a) and the last reflector sensed by the top scanner (when 
the hammer is about to drop) is not the reference reflector (i.e. 
5th) but is, say 6th from bottom as at (c), then, actual fall height would be 
74.95 cm as the width of each reflector is 1.25 cm. 

For measurement of actual fall height of the hammer during the tests, 
the bottom scanner was set at the centre of the 5th reflector. The top 
scanner was fixed exactly 76.2 cm above the bottom scanner so that for 
an exact 76.2 cm lift of the hammer the top scanner should see only upto 
the centre of the 5th reflector. A number of traced graphs were obtained 
during the tests. One such typical graph is shown in Fig 5. It will be 
observed from trace T tha t the top scanner has seen almost the end of 5th 
reflector. This indicates that the fall height of the hammer as per this 
trace is more than 76.2 cm but is slightly less than 76.9 cm. For demonstra
ting as to how the actual fall heighted, the blows up view of trace T 
(Fig. 5) is shown in Fig. 8 in which the position X indicates the stage 
when the power to the hoisting motor was switched off. The hammer 
along with its lifting lev~r assembly continued going up beyond point X 
because of the momentum rn the system. A, Band Con the graph indicate 
recorded relative band widths (corresponding to the reflector bands on 
Zebra target) which ar~ in~reasing from A to C in a definite proportion 
because of the retardation rn the movement of the hammer against gravity. 
As per the proportion between the band witdhs A and B. the band widths 
C when the 5th reflector is seen completely by sensor should have been 
26.47 mm (corresponding to 12.5 mm of band width of Zebra target). But 
the recorded band width C from the graph is only 26 mm which is 
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FIGURE 7 Zebra Target 

indicative of the fact that the sensor has very well seen the centre of 5th 
reflector and also beyond that but certainly the 5th reflector has not been 
seen completely. The extra distance seen (or travelled up by the hammer) 
beyond the centre of 5th reflector (which corresponds to exactly 76.2 cm 
fall height) has been calculated as 6 mm which corresponds to a distance 
of 12.75 mm (26 mm - 13.25 mm corresponding to half band width of 
5th reflector) on the graph. The actual height of fall in this particular case 
had therefore been 76.8 cm (76.2 cm + 6 mm). The average value of actual 
fall height calculated from different observations has been 76.7 cm. 

For the calculation of actual time of fall of the ha mmer, the distance 
(in mm) between points ' b' and 'd', Fig. 5 was measured. This when 
divided by the rate of travel of the chart on the writing table (in mm/sec) 
gave the time of fall of the hammer in seconds. A number of hammer
drops were recorded and the graph of each such record was magnified to 
several times. For calculation purposes, a reference point X was marked 
on both the traces, T and B in Fig. 9. The magnification of the graph 
under reference was 2.1. The actual distance between points ' b' and 'd' 
is given by: 

Xd ~ Xb 
ma_gnitication 

20.8 mm 
2. 1 mm 9.904 mm 
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FIGURE 8 Blow-up View or Trace T of Fig. 5 

FIG. 7 

FIGURE 9 A Typical Magnified Graph of the Trace of Hammer Mo,cments. A Number 
of such Graphs were Obtained for Calculating the Actual Time of Fall of the 
Hammer. 

Since the rate of chart movement over the writing table was 25 mm /sec, 

the time of fall was calculated to be 0.396 sec.( i.e. 
9·J~4

) • 

Results of such sixteen observations are given in Table 1. The average 
time of fall of hammer (tRc ) was calculated as 0.3995 sec. The 
theoretical time of fall (t,h) of the hammer from 76. 7 cm hei0 ht under true 
gravity fall was calculated as 0.395 sec. "' 

Variation in Time of Fall 

% variation - X 100 % 

0.3995-0.395 
0.395 

x ioo 

= 1.139 % 
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SI. Observa-
No. tion No. 

1. 2 

2. 3 

3. 4 

4. 5 

5. 6 

6. 7 

7. 8 

8. AS 

9. A2 

10. A3 

11. A6 

12. A7 

13. AS 

14. A9 

15. Al I 

16. Al3 
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TABLE 1 

RccGrded 1·es1 Data for Time of Fall of Hammer 

Magnified 
Magni fl- Actual distance• Distance between 

'b' and 'd' (Fig.5) cation (mm) 
(mm) 

10.05 Nil 10.05 

10.00 Nil 10.00 

10.1 Nil 10.l 

9.9 Nil 9.9 

9.9 Nil 9.9 

9.9 Nil 9.9 

9.9 Nil 9.9 

34.0 3.4 10.00 

21.0 2.09 10.04 

2 J.O 2.1 10.00 

21.0 2.09 10.04 

21.0 2.09 10.04 

34.0 3.43 9.9125 

20.8 2.1 9.904 

21.5 2.109 10.19 

21.0 2.1 10.0 

Average time of fall Ct Re )= 6.3925/ 16 = 0.3995 sec. 

• Maf!nificd distance bclwccn 'b' and 'd' on gr~rh 
Magnification 

•• Actual distance in mm 
movement oT chart (25 mm/sec) 

Calculation for Impact Velocity 

Duration of 
fau,•• 

(ace) 

.402 

.400 

.404 

.396 

.396 

.396 

.396 

.400 

.401 

.400 

.401 

.401 

.3965 

.396 

.407 

.400 

The variation between the time for true gravity fall and the actual time 
recorded occured due to the friction between the moving parts of the 
system. The friction reduced the value of true 'g' and the effective value 
of acceleration due to gravi ty (g)1 was calculated as below: 

... (1) 

... (2) 
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Comparing Equations(l) and (2), 

[ 
t ,1, JI gl = -- • g 
IRC 

[ 
0

·
395 ]z x 981 = 959.02 cm,/sec2 

= 0 .3995 

Theoretica l impact velocity of hammer ( Vih) = g x t,h 

= 98 1 X 0.395 

= 387.495 cm/sec. 

Actual Impact Velocity (V) = g1tRc = 959.02 x 0.3995 

= 383.13 cm/sec. 
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... (3) 

Comparison Between Theoretical and Actual Recorded Values of Impact 
K.E. (K.E,h and K.Eact respectively) 

K.Eacl - 1/2 m v2 

Comparing (4) and (5) 

K.E,11 
K.Eaa 

~{ variation in K.E. 

387.4952 

383.13~ 

K.E,11 - K. F:urt X IOO 
K.E,11 ' 

( 
(383.13)2 ) 

= 1-:-- (3S?.41JS)" X 100 

= 2.241 per cent 

Energy Ratio for Velocity (ER,) 

. .. (4) 

. .. (5) 

= 1.022 

The ratio of Kinetic energy of hammer just before impact to the 
potential energy of hammer is defined as the energy ratio of velocity (ER,) 
(or efficiency) of the system. 

o/c ER = Actual K.E. of impact 
0 

• P.E. (theoretical) 

= 97.543 per cent 

_ I/2x63.5x(383.13)2 x 100 
63.Sx 98 I x 76.7 

It showed that during the performance tests the automatic free fall 
SPT hammer developed by CBRI registered its efficiency as 97.543 per cent 
which shows that the newly developed system gives reproducible fall of 
hammer very close to true gravity fall. 
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Conclusion 

T~e automati~ fr~e fall SPT hammer system developed at CBRI 
.promises reproducible impact force on the anvil. The fall of the hammer 
1s very_ close to the true gravity fall. The system has the flexibility of 
operation by manual labour or by power. Major short •comings of the 
p~evalent manual SPT method like varying height of lift of the hammer in 
different strokes and non-verticality of the hammer guide r od a re 
eliminated in the newly developed system. The hammer can be used for 
Dynamic Cone Penetration Test (DCPT) also. The paper forms the part 
of normal research programme of the Central Building Research Institute 
and is published with the permission of the D irector. 
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